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the STM difference

Protection to save you money
We create laptop and tablet protective solutions specifically for the education
market. With years of feedback from teachers and education IT specialists, our
cases and bags are built to the highest quality standards to protect your digital
gear and ultimately save you money.

Customer service to save you time
Our educational purchase programs are fully supported with appropriate
stock levels and short lead times. We are a company that takes pride in
world-class customer service. Give us a call – a real human will answer
the phone in two rings or less!

Custom logo programs to make you look good!
STM products are designed to be easily branded with your school ID.

learn more at stmbags.com.au

clearly
protected
The hallmark of our dux range is a clear-panel design, allowing your devices to
be asset tagged or barcoded without the need to remove the case. The rugged
construction is designed to protect your device from the rigours of the classroom
environment without much added bulk. Dux cases also work with most charging
carts, including Bretford and LocknCharge.
learn more at stmbags.com.au

dux
iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad (2nd - 4th gen)
iPad mini 4, iPad mini (1st - 3rd gen)

Passes the U.S. Mil-Spec 810G
Drop Test. Dux features a patented
magnetic lid to save battery life and
folds perfectly for both viewing and
typing modes.

dux plus

dux

dux

iPad Pro 9.7-inch
iPad Pro 12.9-inch

iPad Pro 9.7-inch
iPad Pro 12.9-inch

11 & 13- inch MacBook Air
12- inch MacBook
13 & 15 - inch MacBook Pro with Retina

The dux plus for iPad Pro features
STM’s patented magnetic cover that
folds into a stand, and protective
Apple Pencil storage. Passes the
U.S. Mil-Spec 810G Drop Test.

The dux for iPad Pro is compatible
with the Apple Smart Keyboard and
Smart Cover, and provides protective
Apple Pencil storage. Passes the U.S.
Mil-Spec 810G Drop Test.

Clear polycarbonate and rubberised
TPU bracket protects your MacBook
from bumps and scrapes. Provides
easy access to all ports, and venting
allows the MacBook to breathe.

Apple Pencil not included

Apple Pencil, Smart Keyboard, and Smart Cover not included

protection
for surface
learn more at stmbags.com.au

Sharing the love, we brought the dux’s clear-panel design to Surface, allowing
your devices to be asset tagged or barcoded without the need to remove the
case for scanning. It has standard features like Type Cover compatibility, easy
port access, and a super protective frame without excessive bulk. The rugged
construction protects Surface from the challenges of the classroom environment.

dux

dux

dux

Surface Pro 3

Surface 3

Surface Pro 4

Designed to work seamlessly with the
Surface Pro 3’s keyboard, the dux also
provides easy access to the kickstand
for the perfect viewing or typing
position. Reinforced corners protect
from inadvertent drops. Ample venting
keeps the Surface Pro 3 cool.

The Infinity Stand™ holds virtually
unlimited viewing angles for typing and
viewing. The dux is fully Type Cover
compatible, and features integrated Pen
storage beneath the stand. Passes the
U.S. Mil-Spec 810G drop tests.

The dux is fully Type Cover compatible,
features magnetic Pen retention for easy
access while working, and Pen storage
beneath the stand for travel. The Infinity
Stand™ supports nearly all viewing
angles for typing and drawing. Passes
the U.S. Mil-Spec 810G drop tests.

Microsoft Type Cover not included

Microsoft Pen and Type Cover not included

Microsoft Pen and Type Cover not included

for students
designed for function
from the inside out
STM laptop bags are built with quality
materials to provide the finest available
protection for MacBook, Chromebook,
and many other laptops. With direct
feedback from educators, we have
developed our bags to withstand the
requirements and rigours of the modern
classroom. STM shoulder bags and
backpacks carry, protect, and easily
organise your laptops, tablets, books,
and an assortment of daily necessities.
ID tagging and custom logos are also
available for order.
learn more at stmbags.com.au

swift

blazer

laptop brief

laptop sleeve

Sized to fit 11”, 13”, or 15” laptops,
the swift also houses and protects
your tablet, phone, and accessories.
The rear slip pocket provides quick
access for stashing paperwork.
Includes a removable shoulder strap
for a comfortable carry.

The blazer protects your laptop,
easily drops into another bag, and
carries a few essentials like your
phone and charging cord. The
removable and adjustable shoulder
strap is included for longer hauls.

kitty

ace

rugged cables

laptop brief

impact brief

lightning & mUSB sync & charge

If protecting your laptop from the
rigours of daily life is a priority, then
the kitty is your new best friend. Built
with compressed EVA foam, heavy
duty YKK zippers, and plush, faux
fur lining, the kitty can withstand
even the most abusive treatment.

The ultimate protective bag for the
K-12 classroom environment. Passes
U.S. Military Spec Drop Test 810G
with an ultra protective structure and
suspended laptop cell for 11” to 13”
laptops. A removable, external pouch
isolates charging brick from the laptop.

Durable sync/charge cables to
withstand the rigours of the classroom.
Aluminum tips and braided cable
design for reliable and tangle-free
use. Sold in bulk packs of 50 cables.
Available in 1 and 2 meter lengths.

for educators
teachers need love too
While many of STM’s protective
solutions can work for just about
everyone, often teachers want to
stand out and make it easier to
identify their devices & belongings.
Some may want slimmer cases and
laptop bags with more features to fit
their busy lifestyles outside of school
hours. Whether they hit the gym or
have a long commute home after the
bell rings, STM makes a bag to make
their days easier.

learn more at stmbags.com.au

atlas
iPad Pro 9.7 & 12.9-inch
iPad Air 2 & iPad mini 4

This slim folio features a uniquely dyed
fabric cover for subtle style. Lifting the
cover activates the device, closing it
puts the device to sleep. Integrated
friction feet support a wide range of
viewing angles.
Apple Pencil storage only available for iPad Pro

grace
deluxe sleeve, sleeve, & clutch

Grace is a three-piece collection of
chic and sophisticated accessories
designed for women. It includes
an elegant clutch for cables and
accessories, a classic laptop sleeve,
and a stylish deluxe sleeve with extra
storage and shoulder straps.

haven

prime

radial

20L laptop backpack

15L laptop backpack

10L laptop messenger

A perfect companion for your local
commute and global adventure with
generous storage space and superiour
tech protection. The padded technology
section provides easy access to your
laptop or tablet without revealing the
contents in the rest of your bag.

An everyday digital pack with max
volume and organisation in a small
and lightweight silhouette. Featuring
STM’s new slingtech system, a uniquely
padded and suspended laptop and
tablet, no need to stress over dropping
your bag and losing your data.

The radial is designed to carry and
protect your laptop, tablet, and the
essentials of your digital day. STM’s
new slightech system keeps your
devices suspended off the bag’s
floor and out of harm’s way.

Australia
+61 2 8338 0222
info@stmbags.com.au

North America
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sales@stmbags.com
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+44 (0) 7967 733263
UK@stmbags.com

Asia-Pacific
+61 12 3963453
sri@stmbags.com.au

New Zealand
+64 21 204 6960
paulhy@stmbags.com.au
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